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Unleash the inner you is a book that seeks to empower an individual to realize their inner
strength and set into motion. It is a motivational book that challenges individuals to play a
positive role in society to first discover who they are and what value can they add into life. It talks
about issues of self actualization, of growing up in a hostile environment and also addresses the
issues of culture and stereotypes. It is a moving book that calls an individual to leave a mark on
planet earth to unleash their inner potential and make the world a better place to live in. It is a
wake up call to all individuals to pick themselves up and be active in societal issues.
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beautiful IntroductionGreetings to all lovely readers, this book is dedicated to all people who
want to see themselves improve for the better first, then they can influence their surroundings. In
a pyramid way, surroundings are friends, families, church or clubs or work area, community.
Then it can grow to your province, country, and then the whole world.It influences you to carry
yourself, in a decent way; I mean in manner that makes a statement. Brings out the real you,
helps give courage to face anything. Helps you to overcome and heal and to see yourself as
strong and capable. This book has been inspired by the life, heartaches and victories
experienced by my fellow people including myself. And to know there are young at heart to be
made alert. May you feel and enjoy this journey.All these chains shall be broken, just unleash
yourself from your mind first, your whole body will be set free. AcknowledgementsI like to
thank God my creator first. The editors and the publishers for accepting my book. Bhekinkosi
Ngwenya for encouraging me to write and went on making sure the book is edited and
published. My mother who took care of me and all who gave input in my life. 1
Above AboveWhen we think about the meaning of the word above we find that it means in a
higher place or at a higher place .Now since there is a higher place I assume there must be
somebody or something that stays in that place. The first question I will like to pose is that you
always know there are things or people above, whom? Or what is above you? I know that
anything can be above you and it cannot just place itself. You have a will power to allow it to be
above you. Others say upstairs some say over there. Above sounds like something that can be
allowed or stopped to rule and it also sounds like it rules not by force but by will. Then I can pose
another question; what or who is above you?When something is above it automatically controls
you. I know people can choose any leader by vote. I also believe that you have a leader or
controller by choice or will. We have presidents, bishops and principals even fathers of all over
the world that are heads. They are leading from the house throughout the whole world. The way
we are so used to be led and it makes it difficult to even notice that we are being led. And it is not
a bad thing it is good. The question still stands who is above you? Leaders are influential beings



in many ways good and bad. The leading life is good to control population, and in it there are
some laws that are kept. And most of the times you like to be led by a person that has policies
that you agree with. This more or less like food, we eat what we like and tastes nice but not what
is good and healthy for our bodies. So when we choose to be led it is not always the case of us
being safe and all but it is the matter of us wanting what pleases our emotions not our physical
life.By nature a human is created praise something, it is in the veins to be led and for someone
to lead you it is by your will. So, the person that is above you is a person that is in charge of your
life, if I had to choose I will choose someone who knows me in and out, knows my thoughts,
knows my heart beats, inhales and exhales per day. Obviously that will be my Creator. I will put
nobody or nothing above Him because He is enough nothing can harm me.           
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higher place or at a higher place .Now since there is a higher place I assume there must be
somebody or something that stays in that place. The first question I will like to pose is that you
always know there are things or people above, whom? Or what is above you? I know that
anything can be above you and it cannot just place itself. You have a will power to allow it to be
above you. Others say upstairs some say over there. Above sounds like something that can be
allowed or stopped to rule and it also sounds like it rules not by force but by will. Then I can pose
another question; what or who is above you?When something is above it automatically controls
you. I know people can choose any leader by vote. I also believe that you have a leader or
controller by choice or will. We have presidents, bishops and principals even fathers of all over
the world that are heads. They are leading from the house throughout the whole world. The way
we are so used to be led and it makes it difficult to even notice that we are being led. And it is not
a bad thing it is good. The question still stands who is above you? Leaders are influential beings
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that you agree with. This more or less like food, we eat what we like and tastes nice but not what
is good and healthy for our bodies. So when we choose to be led it is not always the case of us
being safe and all but it is the matter of us wanting what pleases our emotions not our physical
life.By nature a human is created praise something, it is in the veins to be led and for someone
to lead you it is by your will. So, the person that is above you is a person that is in charge of your
life, if I had to choose I will choose someone who knows me in and out, knows my thoughts,
knows my heart beats, inhales and exhales per day. Obviously that will be my Creator. I will put
nobody or nothing above Him because He is enough nothing can harm me. 2
Amendments AmendmentsThe story of a Potter is always told. What is remarkable about the
Potter is that he makes a vessel buy his own hand to be what he wants. Also he can finish the
vessel but once he sees that it is not ideal to him, he starts it afresh. Let alone it was still wet.
Once the potter sees that his vessel has been used and its old and broken he will not only mend
or throw it away, he will pick up all the pieces that are broken from the vessel and crush them
more to smaller pieces, break them, then melt them and then mould them to be the lovely
vessels again. Guess what the potter will do at last? He will use the vessel again for it will be a
good as new because he did not mend it but he remoulded it.When something is amended at
times it shows that there is a crack that was once there. Pity it is not easy when it comes to our
lives and bodies. Precious as there are but cannot be started new only if we believe. I mean it’s
all in your mind. Once you lose you virginity you will never be the same again. Once you have a
scar in your body you will never be the same again. Once you kill or be killed you will differ. So
things that happen in our lives live scars that cannot be taken to the potter and be renewed as a
vessel. There are things that we allow in our lives, scars in our lives like relationships, stealing,
accidents, and hate. There are things that scar us for life without choice like rape, born crippled
and disability. Then someone talks about how your situation can be amended. Well nobody can
amend your situation but yourself. We like to say: ‘if I had this and that I would have achieved this
and that’, no if you can put your mind into it you can achieve much!Situations are there to help us
to make up our mind, yourself, do you know it could have been worse. You know many have died
and you are still alive and kicking there is a reason for that. Probably, you are going to tell or
motivate all those who are around you that, it may be hard but you can live and survive and be
better every day just hold on. Don’t you know that our daily living is a motivation to all that look
upon us? I have seen people wishing they had children like mine, my daughter is 21 years never
disappointed me in the mist if so many children of her age who do all sorts of disappointing
things. Every girl that comes to stay in that place is told that this is a very bad place but my girl
has been here for more than 8 years never influenced or changed by the environment or
situations. My daughter has preached the gospel of: No place or influences can make me live
the life of regrets and amendments. In my future I can be pure if I want to.The magazine I once
read also talked about female twins who got a government house as everyone in the location.
These females use wheelchairs to go or do anything if not they move on their hands, their real
legs are loose and always kept folded. Now they have a big mansion from the house they build



from the blocks they made and local people are buying blocks from them. They did not depend
on grant only. And their house is fully furnished and beautiful. This they preach: ‘We might be
crippled but our mind is free”. And the girl that was rapped was infected with AIDS. She is an
actress, poem writer and a poet herself. She is using her emotions to her advantage and to
change the world.We are not to cry over situations but use them to our advantage. Our hearts
and souls are broken in many ways. Our lives need amendments in many ways but before we get
to the psychologist and all that to help us, let us lighten the burden in our shoulders. And say if
the rather, rapped girl, crippled twins could survive it in this planet, so can we. Painful as it is but
cry and let your tears flow down your cheeks and hold on something and say, ‘it is sore it is not
just a pain it is agony but if I die now who will tell those after me that you can live with it?’. You
know a person who can make real good amendments is a person who encountered and
endured the pain and hardships.In pain you are in a life to make amendments to people who are
coming after you, who will be amazed when looking at your beauty or achievements and victory.
Touched by your lifestyle and say this is our hero. Please survive for our little girls in this nation
who experience rape on daily basis. Live for our disabled people who give up because of their
disability. Just stand for our young people who easily give up for the sake of a minute enjoyment.
You can do it better because you know what it feels like. You can be sensitive because you live
amongst it. Amendments start because the vessel is already there. Do not give up or give in you
are somebody’s hero! 3 Black corner Black cornerBlack corner is a place created for
misbehaving children, since they cannot be given some hiding. A corner does not have to be
black but can be any place where a child can sit alone and not play with anybody but to think
about what a child did. So, the siblings visit others in the black corner to ask what he did and
why he is there. If, he says he did nothing he will dig for a correct answer because he knows that
there is no way he can be in that corner falsely. Black corner works for children to not do same
mistakes that will make them go back. It is also not nice when other friends see you there also
not a pleasant place to be. When you grow big there is no black corner for you everything you do
has results either good or bad. If you choose to put yourself in a black corner, it will be your
decision. The law this time around will take its place and justice delivered.I had a friend; she still
calls me even today. I knew she loves money and freely given and come. One day I was in her
car as usual to collect some money from other ladies. They called this lady saying they have a
connection for job in the municipality. So money was needed upfront. And we got there
unfortunately the old lady has connected with her mother to call the people to interrogate us
since she was suspected of fraudulent dealings. They got cold feet and drove way, when we split
into our places in town one of us took a taxi next to the garage. People who were in the same car
were beaten to death. They were caught in the main road and assaulted thinking they are one of
us. That was my last time with my friend I almost died. I believed they were saved because I was
amongst them. Mercy was granted I was innocent.I ask myself should those people have caught
us what was going to be my escape. What about those people who were really innocent. They
did not deserve that. We are adults we must be on guard of how we position ourselves. The



black corner for adult is jail or serious injury because of our mistakes. Others get to a black
corner because of females, short temper, alcohol, fun, raping. Avoiding a black corner is your
choice. We keep a child for a long time watching cartoons, playing time and all the fun that is all.
But once you in prison you will miss all the life, years, achievements and time with your family.
Black corner becomes a serious issue when you are an adult. So make no mistake and do not
be found in the black corner it is a no man’s place.   
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corner because of females, short temper, alcohol, fun, raping. Avoiding a black corner is your
choice. We keep a child for a long time watching cartoons, playing time and all the fun that is all.
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